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Yuna And The Chocobo

In magical Macalina Woods, Yuna a sphere hunter was looking for a sphere, it is supposed to be a
unique and valuable Dressphere. When Yuna stumbled upon a strange glowing glyph, when she
touched it, it revealed a path to the long forgotten Calm Lands. Yuna decided to look for the legendary
Gold Chocobo, and abandon the quest for the dress sphere. Yuna stumbled upon a rare Chocobo
healing stone and a bunch of Gysahl Greens, she decided to leave a trail of Gyshal greens and hope
that a rare Gold Chocobo would smell the greens and stop to eat them, then she hid in a tree and
waited…and waited…and waited, just as she was about to give up she saw a shine in the distance, as she
watched it come closer she saw that it was the rare Gold Chocobo. Yuna slowly climbed down out of the
tree and gave the Chocobo some more Gyshal Greens, the Chocobo let her ride it. The Chocobo took
Yuna to its family where she saw a shiny ball in the wall, once she gave the Chocobo’s some Sylkis
Greens they let her dig in to the wall to get the shiny ball, then she noticed a passage on the other side
of the wall so, she dug into the wall and there was a labyrinth of passages, the biggest Chocobo went in
and came out after around 10 minutes with a stone in its beak, the Chocobo put the stone on the ground
and nudged the shiny ball out of Yuna’s hand and then dropped the stone onto the shiny ball, the ball
started to glow and Yuna recognised it as a dressphere. Yuna took the sphere back to her Airship it
seemed to be the rare and unique gunner dressphere. Then Yuna flew off in her Airship for another
adventure.
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